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Tell me about your titles and pop culture references. Do titles
inspire paintings or vice versa? 
I almost always think of a title during or after I make a painting.

It feels important to give the viewer a little context or hint, or

sense of emotion through the title. It’s part of the piece for me. I

have always liked writing short stories, so the title is like one

sentence in the story of the painting. Either it’s fully written by

me, or I pull a line from a song I’m listening to, or a poem I like. I

like that if someone is interested, they could go and listen to the

song or read the poem, and maybe gain even a little more insight

into the painting. I think the titles also firmly place my paintings

in the world of the poetic. Poetry and music encapsulate emotion

so clearly without defining it… this is what I want my paintings

to do.

Poetic Justice

Interview by Kristin Farr and portrait by Laura June Kirsch

The great and powerful Oz was revered and feared, but secretly, a humble and quiet creator, empowering an alter-ego to express his

emerald-hued, fiery feelings. Ana Benaroya’s fervent paintings are akin to the Wizard’s approach, but they speak for her rage as a

female, which, considering global cultures and the perpetration of varying levels of violence, remains a second-class gender or

worse. Power prevails in these paintings as they scream the anguish of perceived inferiority and fight for control over the body and

its intentions. Identity is deeply embedded, and if the message sounds loud, such volume is necessary.

Hot House, Spray paint, oil and acrylic on canvas, 82.7” x 74.8”, 2019

Kristin Farr: Do you focus more on action, emotion, gesture or color in your paintings? Or something else?
Ana Benaroya: All my paintings start with emotion and character. I think about what the person in my painting is feeling and how

they are connecting with others in or outside the picture plane. Narrative is always present, but it’s usually loose. Emotion and

human connection is really at the core of most of my work. Color comes in later, while I’m painting it. It’s something I can rarely

plan. I need to respond to colors that are already on the painting. 

 

Let’s talk about your zine, Men Burning in Hell. It has a nice ring to it. That was published by Devin Troy Strother’s company?
The title seems like a thread throughout all of your work: burning down the patriarchy. 
Yes! It was published by Coloured Publishing, which is run by Devin Troy Strother and Yuri Ogita. Devin asked me to make a zine,

and I decided to do a series of drawings of men literally burning in hell. You could say that’s a consistent theme in my work,

though recently my paintings have been focusing more on women. I have this intense burning anger inside of me that I’ve had

ever since I was a little girl. Whenever I figured out women are essentially second class citizens, this fire started burning and it

hasn’t been put out yet. Thankfully, I am able to channel it into something productive like art.

With One Burning Thought, Spray paint, oil and acrylic on canvas, 20” x 24”, 2019

How did your style and interest in bodies and musculature develop? Start at the beginning—what did you draw as a kid? What
were your favorite toys?
It started with looking at superhero comics and pictures of athletes. I collected action figures and sports cards. I’d copy from comics

and pictures of athletes to make my drawings, and then eventually started copying from an anatomy book. I really identified with

the muscular, masculine figure. I loved how big and powerful it was, how it moved through the world, and how people seemed to

take that body seriously. I was a huge tomboy and always thought boys clothing felt right, and preferred action figures to Barbies

and dolls. I was fixated on learning how to draw each and every muscle, to the point where I completely neglected drawing the

female figure. 

 

I remember thinking, when I was younger, that I needed to make my drawings so nobody would guess a girl drew it. Obviously, I

had internalized a lot of the terrible sexist things that women in our society deal with, and my solution was to just ignore and

diminish anything I associated with the feminine. It wasn’t until later, in college, that I became conscious of what I was doing. I’m

still working through some of these issues in my work now. 

 

How are body parts symbolic in the work? They seem to be independent and powerful. 
I do think that each and every body part of the figures in my paintings, from a strand of hair to a nipple, is operating

independently. It’s as though each body part has its own brain and nervous system. Every part of the body is very much alive and

active, at its most extreme moment, both physically and emotionally. I guess there’s part of me that wishes my body could do that. I

always hope to have the body reflect and respond to the emotional life of the character. In the moment we see them in the

painting, they are in their truest form, there is nothing hidden, and they have no regrets. 

She Learned Her Hands in a Fairytale

Midnight in a Madhouse, Spray paint, oil and acrylic on canvas, 70.9” x 59”, 2019 

What role does music play in your work?
I used to play piano and clarinet. I was in the concert band, the jazz band, and the marching band, so I have that connection, and

I’ve always been into all sorts of music, from classical to jazz, rock from the ’50s and ’60s, to ’90s dance, hip hop, opera… even a

little country sometimes. I’m always making playlists for people and for myself, and always listening while I paint. 

 

The new work I just finished for my solo show at Richard Heller is a series of paintings of an imaginary cafe where women come

to meet, play and listen to music, smoke and dance. Music is what holds this show together. It’s this invisible yet palpable thing

that runs through all the paintings and the space between them. Music relates to the idea of pure emotion without rationality

getting in the way. Good music connects to your heart before your brain has a chance to catch up. That’s how I try to make my

paintings.

 

When I was little, whenever I’d listen to a song, I’d imagine that I was the one singing it, performing in front of all my friends.

Regardless of whether the singer was male or female, music would allow me to escape my body temporarily and live in this other

imaginary world. I think my paintings serve a similar function for me.

Sunrise, Sunset,Spray paint, oil and acrylic on canvas, 19.75” x 23.75”, 2019 

What else do the paintings help you communicate that is difficult to talk about?
Just about everything! I’m a pretty quiet and sometimes shy person. My new year’s resolution is actually to say what’s on my mind

more often. I pour a lot of my emotion and internal life into my paintings. My paintings are just as much me as I am me, if that

makes any sense, even though my paintings and my outward personality appear to be opposites. 

 

Do you get into a hypnotic zone in the studio? The paintings seem so energetic, like they would be painted furiously to music, and
you’re the conductor. 
Sometimes! That’s the best when that happens. I have moments of energetic painting and other moments of just sitting back and

looking, trying to figure out what the next move is. I don’t agonize over paintings most of the time. I like to just keep moving, keep

making another painting. Whatever I learn in one, I’ll bring to the next. I’m not much for endless revisions. I like imperfection in

my paintings. 

 

What’s the last song you listened to on a loop?
Assurance by DaVido.

 

You seem really good at painting souls. That’s the best I can describe it. Do you think about revealing souls through art? The
good and bad ones?
Wow, thank you. To me, that’s the highest compliment. I guess I never thought about it as souls before, but as I mentioned, I try to

have each character in my paintings be revealed fully, in their truest form. Maybe that’s part of it. 

 

And even when I’m painting a figure with the aim to criticize something, it’s never from a place of negativity. I don’t think I ever

paint a bad soul. There’s always joy, even within darker paintings.

Smoke Dreams

Do you smoke? Why is smoking part of your vocabulary in the work?
It’s funny, I actually don’t smoke. I’ve never even tried it. I’ve always thought of smoking as cool, and when women smoke, they

seem powerful and sexy. On one level, painting smoke is a really fun challenge. I enjoy finding different ways to render it. I also like

that is not tangible and eventually evaporates into the air—it creates an atmosphere in the painting. 

 

For the paintings in my upcoming show, smoke and music fill the air… two somewhat invisible things within a painting. Also, I like

to think of the smoke as a silent dialogue bubble—like a text bubble you see in comics. 

 

You authored Illustration Next, so you’re a good person to ask an age-old question: what, in your mind, is the line between art and
illustration? I think about illustration having a brief, whereas art doesn’t, but otherwise most “illustrators” I interview are just
like any other artist. 
I don’t see much difference other than what you mentioned, that one begins with a brief, and also that it ultimately is reproduced

in print or online. There are just as many types of illustrators as there are types of artists… so I’ve always thought to compare the

two was kinda ridiculous. Also, the hierarchy that puts fine art above illustration really bothers me. If you’re good, you’re good,

whether you make paintings, or illustrations, or comics, or tapestries, or sculptures, or videos, or animations.

For Two In Three, Spray paint, oil and acrylic on canvas, 23.6” x 19.7”, 2019

That idea is part of the foundation of Juxtapoz. Describe your ideal dinner party, including guests, food and music. 
Chinese delivery, sweet delicious cocktails in beautiful glasses, all my closest friends and family. I have one long playlist I created

for the evening, and a few artists whose work I love but whom I’ve never met, and some, I would like to: Nicole Eisenman, Carroll
Dunham, Tom of Finland, Keith Haring, Robert Colescott, Joan Mitchell, Helen Frankenthaler, Jean-Michel Basquiat, and Henri
Matisse...

 

Why Matisse? Many artists have mentioned him lately. 
The perceived simplicity and ease of his paintings is so appealing to me. Not to mention his use of line and crazy, amazing color.

I’m always impressed by artists who can do things simply in their work since I’m such a maximalist in mine. And I equally love his

paintings and his cut-paper work. He was able to be both painterly and graphic, something I’m always trying to achieve as well. 

 

If your work is between Highbrow and Lowbrow, what are the parts you absorb from each? 
My goal is always to have my work be accessible on many levels. I’d like anyone to be able to walk up to one of my paintings and

understand what’s happening, and relate aesthetically, even if it’s not their taste. For this reason, I draw a lot of my visual

vocabulary from pop culture, whether it be concert posters, advertising, bright commercial colors, cartoons, or illustrations. 

 

My hope would be that an artist or curator or writer, someone with more of an art education and background in art history, would

also be able to walk up to my paintings and find other levels of interest. As much as I look at popular and commercial culture for

inspiration, I also look to art history and other artists.

You’re Clear Out Of This World (When I’m Looking at You), Spray paint, oil and acrylic on canvas, 47.2” x 39.4”, 2019

Where would you time-travel to if you had the ability?
I think about time-traveling a lot, and I’d love to see NYC in the ’80s, and also in the ’20s, ’30s, ’40s, ’50s, ’60s, and ’70s! I just love

New York and am fascinated by all the interesting artists and musicians who came through and made it what it is today. I wish I

could travel back and be a fly on the wall when they were alive. 

 

Tell me about growing up there and around your studio in Jersey City. 
I was born in New York and spent the first few years of my life in Flushing, Queens. We lived in the same building as my

grandparents, just down the hall. My dad got a job at Rutgers, so we moved to New Jersey, which is where I grew up. My grandma

still lives in the same apartment building in Flushing, so we visit often. I’ve been living in Jersey City since 2011, minus the two

years I spent at Yale. 

 

My studio is small but efficient. I managed to make four very large paintings there, despite the size, which makes me proud. It has

nice light and the vibe is good. It’s in an old dormitory that was used for either nuns or nursing students… I forget which! And now

the building is also used as a Montessori School, so it's a funny mix of artists and schoolchildren.

Up In Flames, Spray paint, acrylic, oil and oil stick on canvas, 11.8” x 15.7”, 2019

How did school affect what you paint? And what’s post-grad life been like so far?
School affected me so much! It didn’t affect my subject matter, per se, but I think I grew a lot both technically as a painter and also

intellectually. My training previous to Yale was as an illustrator and designer. I never had a formal fine art background. I had taken

art history courses, but never theory or anything of the sort. I only started painting more seriously a few years before. Most of my

work was drawing, printmaking, and digital, and Yale was two very intense years where you are forced to focus on your work and

constantly defend it, which made me stronger and more confident. And, really, the best part was being able to learn from and be
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constantly defend it, which made me stronger and more confident. And, really, the best part was being able to learn from and be

inspired by all my talented classmates. 

 

Post-grad life has been great, too. While I loved getting all this attention and feedback at school, it’s nice to have a bit more quiet in

the studio, with fewer voices running through your head as you create. 

 

What’s coming up in 2020? 
My solo show with Richard Heller in February, and I’m currently at a month-long residency at Palazzo Monti in Brescia, Italy. Later

this year, I have a solo show in NYC with Ross + Kramer Gallery.

Origins of the World, Spray paint, oil and acrylic on canvas, 39.4” x 47.2”, 2019

How’s Italy?
Great! This is my first time making work outside my studio, so it’s an adjustment, but I’m loving working alongside my fellow

residents. It’s too early to see how Italy is affecting my work, but I’ve done some drawing and have three new paintings in progress.

I’m eating as much pasta, pizza and gelato as I can before I leave!

 

And what does Celine Dion mean to you?
I am obsessed with Celine Dion. My brother and I used to dance to her music when we were younger. She’s just such a character,

and you wouldn’t necessarily expect that from listening to her music. Not that I know her, but from what I’ve watched and read,

she seems really pleasantly strange and funny. And I just love how dramatic and over-the-top her songs are, plus you can’t deny

that she has an amazing voice. 

 

I saw her perform last year in Vegas and I loved everything about it. I also love Las Vegas. It’s also so interesting to me how her

music connects with such a wide variety of people, yet seems really true to her. I think that combination of genuine, yet pop, is rare.

We really are blessed to be alive at the same time as Celine Dion, no doubt in my mind. She's a beacon of positivity and love—I just

wanna soak it all up!

Reservation For Two, Please, Spray paint, acrylic and oil on canvas, 24” x 20”, 2019

Why do you love Vegas?
I feel like it’s the most honestly American city. What you see is what you get. It’s campy, tacky, overwhelming and fun. I love

walking through the casinos and seeing the shows. It’s the perfect mindless vacation. A manmade monstrosity that is strangely

beautiful and terrible, and it keeps me wanting more.

 

Ana Benaroya’s solo show, Teach Me Tonight, is on view at Richard Heller Gallery in Los Angeles through March 28, 2020.

anabenaroya.com
@anabenaroya

Portrait by Laura June Kirsch 
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Preview: Summer 2021 with Danielle
Mckinney, Cristina BanBan, Jenna

Gribbon and MADSAKI
I doubt I’m the only one who has ever daydreamed their life into some sort of
movie scene just before the ending credits are run. I think it’s natural for a “a

dreamer,” a category in which I

May 19, 2021

Magazine

What We Talk About When We Talk About
Swimming: A Conversation with Brandon

Lipchik
Swimming pools are an interesting subject to paint. They are both a personal

and almost secretive plae of discovery, and often they can be a place of
community and fun. Brandon Lipchik has captured t

May 19, 2021

Painting

False Idols: Tristan Unrau @ Unit 17,
Vancouver

Not sure if it's a personal preference or just a human way of thinking but for
some reason, it always feels easier to appreciate and enjoy an exhibition

comprising works with a coherent theme/imagery

May 19, 2021

Painting

Anemoia: Kelsey Beckett @ Spoke Art,
NYC

Spoke Art NYC is pleased to present Anemoia, a solo exhibition by Lexington,
KY-based artist Kelsey Beckett. Anemoia will be Beckett’s second solo

exhibition at Spoke Art, in which she will be exhi

May 19, 2021

Painting

Louise Bonnet as the Vagabond
"It's true that sometimes I've had to explain what my paintings were not

about," Los Angeles-based, Swiss-born painter Louise Bonnet told me a few
years back in her interview in Juxtapoz. That's a gr

May 18, 2021

Painting

Zanele Muholi's Stunning Works @ Tate
Modern, London

Zanele Muholi is one of the most acclaimed photographers working today,
and their work has been exhibited all over the world. With over 260

photographs, this exhibition presents the full breadth

May 18, 2021

Photography

"Am I Painting Myself or Something I
Want To Be?: A Conversation with Ivana

Štulić
We've been intrigued by the works of Ivana Štulić in the past and have

included them when featuring the New York Academy of Art, or reviewing a
group exhibition she took a part in, but we coul

May 18, 2021

Painting

Wavy: Ben Willis @ Stephanie Chefas
Projects, Portland

Stephanie Chefas Projects is delighted to present Arizona based artist Ben
Willis and his inaugural solo exhibit with the gallery: Wavy. Blending elements

of architecture and geometry, Willis explore

May 18, 2021

Painting

Dominique Fung: It's Not Polite To Stare @
Jeffrey Deitch, NYC

May 17, 2021

Painting

Lauren Tepfer Captures Teenage Suburbia
Lauren Tepfer is a 21 year old photographer and director living and working in

New York City. Having grown up in southern New Jersey, Lauren is
particularly adept at capturing the essence of a teenag

May 17, 2021

Photography

By the rivers, I stood and stared into the
Sun: Star Montana @ Shulamit Nazarian,

Los Angeles
Shulamit Nazarian is pleased to present By the rivers, I stood and stared into

the Sun, a solo exhibition by Star Montana. Born and raised in the Boyle
Heights neighborhood of East Los Ange

May 17, 2021

Photography

Cryin Ryan: Ryan Travis Christian as the
Solo Artist and the Curator

For his fourth solo exhibition at Western Exhibitions in Chicago, Ryan Travis
Christian (featured in our Spring 2021 Quarterly right now) is having a big,

long-awaited debut of his oil-on-canvas prac

May 17, 2021

Installation

KAWS:HOLIDAY UNITED KINGDOM and
One of the World's Largest Hot Air

Balloons
For its sixth stop, KAWS:HOLIDAY takes to the sky again. Since 2018, the

KAWS:HOLIDAY project has landed in Seoul, Taipei, Hong Kong, Japan and
Outer Space. KAWS and longtime collaborator, AllRightsR

May 16, 2021

Sculpture

The Incredible Examination of Time in
Julie Curtiss' "Monads and Dyads" @

White Cube, London
We've all been thinking about the concept of time so much over the last year
that even discussing the amount of time that we talk about time is becoming

burdensome. I keep going back to Raymond Carve

May 14, 2021

Painting

Hereditas: Gonzalo Borondo Unites Past,
Present and Future in the Museum of

Contemporary Art of Segovia
I have followed Gonzalo Borondo's journey for quite some time now, and I

never cease to be amazed by his constant evolution and the absolute honesty
with which he approaches art With Borondo, you sho

May 14, 2021

Street Art

Karen Miranda Rivadeneira Investigates
the Primordial Relationship Between

Humans and the Earth
In her new series MEDA, Ecuadorian-American artist Karen Miranda

Rivadeneira captures naked bodies of women, their skins in close contact
with the surface of rocks, grottos, dry hills, and ancient tr

May 14, 2021

Photography

Louis Masai: MEAT my Friends @ Vertical
Gallery, Chicago

Vertical Gallery is very proud to present MEAT my Friends, an interactive solo
exhibition featuring British painter, muralist and sculptor Louis Masai. You

can view the exhibition in 3D here.&nbsp;

May 14, 2021

Painting

Sue Coe: Paintings @ James Fuentes
Essex, NYC

James Fuentes is pleased to present paintings by SUE COE at James Fuentes
Essex in collaboration with Galerie St. Etienne. Sue Coe is a British-American

artist and activist working across drawing, pr

May 13, 2021

Painting

Jon Cazenave's Deeply Personal
Exploration of the Basque Landscape

For over ten years, Basque photographer Jon Cazenave has undertaken a
long-term project questioning his identity, entitled Galerna (storm in

Basque). Devoting himself to his close surroundings: the s

May 13, 2021

Photography

Superstring Variations: New Works by
Christian Ruiz Berman in Austin, Texas

The balance and contrast between figuration and abstraction has always
been a challenging point of departure and is precisely the sphere in which

Christan Ruiz Berman realizes his imagery. His solo e

May 13, 2021

Painting

Pat Phillips' Intricate, Layered Works on
Paper @ M+B Gallery, Los Angeles

It's incredible the amount of detail and pressure of layering that Pat Phillips
puts into a piece of paper. It's almost as if eras and decades of influences and

subconscious thoughts on each work, pe

May 13, 2021

Painting

Richard Colman Drops Limited Edition
Board + Art Print with UMA Landsleds

Our good friend and past cover artist Richard Colman just dropped a new
limited edition deck and print with UMA Landsleds today. The $150 set is

limited to only 120, which includes an 8.6" Headr

May 12, 2021

Collectibles

Radio Juxtapoz, ep 072: When Does Street
Art Become Cultural Appropriation?

It's hard not to find a bit of pop-cultural appropriation in the roots of street
art. There has always been artists who take from Disney, Hollywood, politics,

and remix it into stencil art, wheat-pas

May 12, 2021

Street Art

Posters for The Tokyo Olympiad @ Poster
House, NYC Moves to 2022

So much of what we reference as great graphic design and graphic art
influences stem from the creation of Olympic poster art and logo designs.

There is an argument to be made of how much sports and a

May 12, 2021
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